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I would like to focus on a very general issue of freedom in the global age. I am thinking of 
freeedom and globalization, but one could also focus on freedom vs. globalization, freedom in 
spite of globalization, freedom from globalization, freedom to globalization and other possible 
options in thinking about the two concepts: all the above relations would need different 
elaborations in different political, cultural, social and economic contexts. We immediately 
recognize that depending on who we are, where we are living and what aspects of the multi-
layered concept of globalization we stress, we can choose one of the above juxtapositions. It 
is important to note right at the beginning that the world we have been thinking about in 
philosophy, sociology, political sciences or political economy – that is to say, depending on 
the discipline: the modern world founded on reason and rationality, social communication and 
dreams of the social order, the world separated into national entities and closed in the formula 
of the “nation-state”, the world of a social contract in which there is a strict connection 
between welfare state, capitalism, and democracy, finally, the world in which there is a clear 
priority of politics to economy – this world is disintegrating right before our eyes together 
with the gradual passage to the global age. Widely conceived processes of globalization bring 
about transformations of an unprecedented nature and scale. The questions about freedom and 
democracy may require today a deliberation in a different vocabulary: the vocabulary that 
would be able to break away from the less and less socially appealing myth that laid at the 
foundations of modern social sciences, according to which we keep analyzing the world in 
which the primary point of reference is the territorially-bound nation-state.(1) As Zygmunt 
Bauman, an eminent Polish and British sociologist, put it with reference to sociology: “the 
model of postmodernity, unlike the models of modernity, cannot be grounded in the realities 
of the nation state, by now clearly not a framework large enough to accommodate the decisive 
factors in the dynamics of social life”.(2)  
Social sciences, it seems, have to adapt themselves conceptually to the new world in which, 
perhaps, the nation-state may not be playing the decisive role traditionally ascribed to it by 
modernity. The globalizing world may require a brand new theory of the state and a renewed 
theory of freedom and democracy in a situation in which the nation-state, although has not 
disappeared and surely will not disappear, but nevertheless becomes weaker and weaker in its 
confrontation with new global political entities such as e.g. supranational political entities, or 
in its confrontation with international organizations, transnational corporations, non-
governmental and independent system of commercial arbitration, ratings provided by 
international rating agencies or with limitations of various military, political and economic 
treaties and unions. In the face of the unavoidable, as it seems, giving (at least some) way to 
new political players (including transnational corporations, no matter how they view 
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themselves), classical questions concerning freedom, democracy, state and politics in my 
view may require a radical reformulation. The key question would be about the chances of a 
new social justice and the possibility of accepting a new social contract in the situation in 
which the connections between the nation-state and society are becoming weaker and the 
choices made by traditional politics of the state are being replaced by non-governmental 
choices of an increasingly economic character. Ulrich Beck, an influential German 
sociologist, warns us that in the case of globalization “everything we have is at stake. Political 
freedom and democracy in Europe are at stake”.(3) In the face of globalization on the one 
hand and the cultural passage to the late modernity on the other, the questions about the 
decline of the nation-state are asked continuously by sociologists, political scientists, 
philosophers, economists or historians.  
The nation-state as a product of modernity is under wide questioning: in this context, the 
crucial oppositions are for instance those between “national disintegration” and “international 
integration”, “globalization” and “national social stability”, “market” and “society”, “market” 
and “state”, “economy” and “politics”, “economy” and “democracy” etc. The current question 
about the nation-state is at the same time the question about the future of capitalism or the 
future of the market economy, the future of democracy and of the welfare state (in 
traditionally understood senses of these terms)(4) ; it is also the question about political 
freedom and a still binding, modern social contract according to which there is a clear 
connection between social and material safety and political freedom.(5) The question about 
the possibility of the decline of the nation-state in my account is parallel to that about the 
human and social consequences of globalization and that about the end of modernity. These 
questions form a web that modern thought without modifying its guiding premises seems 
unable to cope with.  
New cultural, social, political and economic surrounding brought about by the processes and 
practices of globalization seems to require a brand new vocabulary. As we obviously do not 
possess it yet, we keep approaching the phenomena of the new (global) world with old 
measures and outmoded languages. Speaking in the most general terms: there is quite an 
astonishing consent with the view that globalization as a specter of social and economic 
practices introduces to our world a new quality: “a sense of rupture with the past pervades the 
public consciousness of our time”, as Martin Albrow puts it in his Global Age. State and 
Society Beyond Modernity(6), and Ulrich Beck in his important study Was Ist Globalisierung? 
describes in sociological terms the current passage from the “first” (national) to the “second” 
(global) modernity as a “fundamental transformation, a paradigm shift, a departure into the 
unknown world of globality”.(7) It can be said that we are facing the decline of the world we 
have been accustomed to: that is “the end of the world as we know it”.(8) The question of the 
role played by the nation-state in contemporary world and of its future in face of globalization 
is a crucial one.(9)  
The present essay consists much more of questions rather than of answers. The questions I 
would see as the most important in the context of thinking about freedom would be the 
following: is Francis Fukuyama right, after almost a decade passed since he formulated his 
initial stance, when he says in his The End of History and the Last Man that the vast part of 
the world does not know the ideology that could “challenge liberal democracy”, and, which is 
still more difficult to accept off-handedly, when he says that we are unable to envisage the 
world “essentially different” from our own world, and better at the same time? Is George 
Soros, a successful practitioner of capitalism, right when he mentions in his recent book 
Crisis of Global Capitalism a “weak” and “difficult” relations between capitalism and 
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democracy? Can increasingly advanced processes of international integration lead to national 
political and social disintegration? To which extent the nation-state has participated and still 
participates in an increasing disintegration of itself, by liberalizing the economy, reducing 
duty barriers, privatizing, deregulating and giving away bits and pieces of its sovereignty to 
various political entities by introducing new legal regulations? (10) Is the nation-state still a 
necessary guarantor of contracts signed and economic promises made? Is it possible for 
democracy to exist without classical social guarantees, that is to say, in separation from what 
Beck has called “work society” – a society that to a smaller or greater degree guarantees 
material safety to its working citizens?  
Does globalization introduce a zero-sum game – for someone to win, someone else has to 
lose? Who will be winners and who losers of globalization? And what about freedom in a 
possible post-national age? And let us ask further questions: to which extent the nation-state is 
still a socially relevant point of reference and to which it can claim loyalty from its citizens? 
(11) What is the authority of the state that, unavoidably, in face of increasing competition on 
the market of goods and services gradually retreats from the functions that once, in the 
moment of their emergence in the cultural surrounding of modernity, were its raison d’ętre? 
What is the current resonance to such notions as the “nation” or the “national interest” and 
where does “national identity” come from? What are the social and political consequences of 
the state’s retreat from the participation in and governance of the very last, until recently 
strategic, domains of the economy or the last domains of social services (e.g. healthcare or 
higher education)?(12) What are the consequences of the parallel existence of political multi-
power and of the separation of power from the traditional authority of the state?(13) Is the 
change of balance from relatively autonomous nation-state towards an anonymous, 
international market as long-lasting as ideologues and followers of neoliberalism want it, or 
we just have a temporary imbalance from the hitherto existing state vs. market equilibrium?  
I am wondering whether the end of modernity, or, as some commentators put it, the passage to 
the late modernity (Anthony Giddens), to the “second, global modernity” and the “new 
Enlightenment” (Ulrich Beck) or, finally, to “postmodernity” (Zygmunt Bauman) is 
unavoidable, or was it determined by economic globalization and the most advanced 
inventions in high technology? Do we still live in the modern world of national states and 
equally national societies, or we have already found ourselves in a “postnational” world in 
which there are new rules of the game in all social and political domains, as well as in 
economy? Is it really so that the stakes in current globalization processes are the redefinition 
of the most essential notions from political philosophy, as some sociologists, political 
scientists and philosophers want (from freedom to democracy to the state, market and 
politics), or we can observe a merely exaggerated attempt to conceptualize a seemingly new 
world in seemingly redefined terms? In other words, do we face the necessity of working out 
a new formula of a social contract – guaranteed so far by the nation-state – or we are just 
entering an increasingly globalizing new world without any wider social agreements, in the 
form we used to have in the modern age? Where does the fear of integration take its roots all 
over the world? Is – and if yes, to which extent – globalization a vast political project 
promoted in the form of a neutral language of economics and social sciences?(14) Or maybe 
neoliberalism is a political project (of an almost Marxian aspirations) that is engaged in 
constructing a new “metaphysics of free market” (as mentioned by Beck)? Is it the case that 
after God, Reason, History – the time has come for the Market, be it free and deregulated?  
There are serious indications that the nation-state as a political and cultural project is in retreat 
right now in a surrounding determined by the processes of globalization, which in itself is a 
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subject of heated debates. As Dani Rodrik, an influential American political economist, put it 
recently, “we need to upfront about the irreversibility of the many changes that have occurred 
in the global economy. ... In short, the genie cannot be stuffed back into the bottle, even if it 
were desirable to do so”.(15) I have to agree once again with the diagnosis suggested by 
Ulrich Beck who says that the only constant feature of globalization is the overturning of the 
central premiss of the “first” i.e. national modernity: the rejection of the idea that “we live and 
act in the self-enclosed spaces of national states and their respective national societies”.(16) 
Capital, goods, technologies, information and people cross borders in the way that was 
unimaginable still a couple of years ago: therefore globalization is called “the contraction of 
time and space” (Bauman), “the overcoming of distance” (Beck) or “the end of geography” 
(Paul Virilio). Within a new global configuration, economy gets less and less dependent on 
politics.  
Therefore I suppose it is interesting to think about the thesis put forward by the above 
mentioned Dani Rodrik in his book Has Globalization Gone Too Far?: “the most serious 
challenge for the world economy in the years ahead lies in making globalization compatible 
with domestic social and political stability - ... in ensuring that international economic 
integration does not contribute to domestic social disintegration”.(17) The power of the state 
as such is increasingly seen as merely administration and less and less often as the governance 
of (national) spirits.(18) Saskia Sassen, an American sociologist of globalization describes the 
current situation as “partial denationalizing of national territory” and as a “partial shift of 
some components of state sovereignty to other institutions, from supranational entities to the 
global capital market”(19)). The potential decline of the nation-states brings about vast social, 
economic, and political consequences of a global nature.(20) But what does it actually mean: 
the decline of the nation-state? This common expression finds numerous explanations. Just to 
give several most recent examples: Susan Strange in her book The Retreat of the State refers 
to the “reversal of the state-market balance of power” and says that the state is undergoing a 
metamorphosis brought on by structural change in world society and economy. ... [I]t can no 
longer make the exceptional claims and demands that it once did. It is becoming, once more 
and as in the past, juts one more source of authority among several, with limited powers and 
resources”.(21) Martin Albrow goes even further when he states that “effectively the nation-
state no longer contains the aspirations nor monopolizes the attention of those who live on its 
territory. The separation of the nation-state from the social relations of its citizens is by no 
means complete, but it has advanced a long way” or, to put it in a nutshell, “society and the 
nation-state have pulled apart”.(22)  
Ulrich Beck describing the “second modernity” claims that “the advent of globalization 
involves not only an erosion of the tasks and institutions of the state, but also a fundamental 
transformation of its underlying premisses. The second modernity brings into being, alongside 
the world society of national states, a powerful non-state world society different from 
previously existing forms of political legitimization, which is made up of transnational players 
of the most diverse kinds”.(23) Globalization in his account brings about a society that is 
multidimensional, polycentric and contingent and in which the national and the transnational 
coexist with each other. But what is at stake in the globalization campaign is not only the fate 
of the nation-state: it is also political freedom, democracy and the substance of politics, for if 
global capitalism dissolves the core values of the work society, “a historical link between 
capitalism, welfare state and democracy will break apart”.(24) Finally, in thinking about the 
nation-state today it is important to avoid the global/national duality, as Saskia Sassen keeps 
reminding both in her Losing Control? Sovereignty in an Age of Globalization and in recent 
Globalization and Its Discontents: it is not simply so that the national state is simply losing 
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significance, it is not so that “what one wins, the other loses”, because “the state itself has 
been a key agent in the implementation of global processes, and it has emerged quite altered 
by this participation”(25) and it is engaged in “the production of legality around new forms of 
economic activity”.(26) In this light the alternative “states or markets”(27) may not be as 
sharp as it looks at first sight and thinking about the nation-state, national identity and 
democracy leads us to thinking about globalization and the question whether we regard it as 
still a “choice” or already a “reality”.  
To the question whether the state will disappear, my answer would be: it would not, but what 
remains would certainly not be the state as we know it.(28) It will no longer be a major, if not 
sole, provider of public and social services and it will become more of an arbiter between 
competing, mainly economic, forces, guaranteeing fair play of all participants of the game. 
Thus, national identity seems to cease to play the crucial role in social life of contemporary 
technologically advanced, free countries of the late modern society (as Susan Strange puts it: 
“today it is much more doubtful that the state ... can still claim a degree of loyalty from the 
citizen substantially greater than the loyalty given to family, to the firm, to the political party 
or even in some case to the local football team”(29)). Its consequences for thinking about 
freedom are manifold as the world we are analyzing in the social sciences today is 
increasingly becoming a new world that the social sciences are finding difficult to grasp in 
their basic concepts.  
To sum up: globalization theory and practices seem to undermine the traditional concepts of 
freedom and democracy. The world as we know it, the world of modernity, is undergoing a 
radical transformation in the direction that still cannot be predicted. The future of the social 
contract of modern nation-states is no longer certain. Capitalism and economy is one thing, 
and freedom and democracy is another. No one has ever decreed that capitalism for ever goes 
hand in hand with freedom and democracy. There is a very complicated relationship between 
the two. (As recently Vargas Llosa put in an essay-like form: democratic state is first of all to 
defend societies and individuals against maneuvers of the always greedy capital, behind which 
there is nothing but never-satisfied desire for money). Globalization favors neoliberal 
capitalism and economic rationality rather than – or at least not in the first place – freedom, 
democratic principles and social values. We are beginning to live a new world; hopefully, we 
will have enough power to reformulate our concepts of freedom and democracy so that they 
could still refer to our new, globalized political, social and economic surrounding.  
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